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is a further temple of Narasimha on the summit of a rock.
The population is very largely composed of Brahmans.
A fine white clay, said to have been discovered by Embe-
rumanar or Ramanuja, ,is used for making the namam or
sect-mark on the forehead, and is even consigned to Benares
for this purpose.
mkrcara (6,732), the chief town of the province of
Coorg, situated about 4,000 feet above the sea. The native
town is called Mahadevapet or Mahadeopet. The fort was
built by Tipu Sultan, who, with his liking for new names,
called it Jafarabad. Inside the fort is the palace, built by
Linga Raja in 1812, One of the Rajas is said to have
amused himself by standing on a balcony with a rifle, and
making prisoners run across the yard, while he fired at
them, under the promise that, if they escaped as far as the
life-size figure of an elephant in the corner of the yard,
their lives would be spared. The tombs of the Rajas
have been described as a combination of the Hindu and
Saracenic styles.
MYSORE (68,in), a corruption of Mahisur, or buffalo
town. The capital of the Mysore State, and residence of
the Maharaja, whose magnificent new palace, built to
replace the old one, which was partially destroyed by fire
in 1897, bears testimony to the skill of the modern artisans.
The extensive new quarter of the city is called Chamaraj,
after the late Maharaja. The city contains many public
buildings, such as the Victoria Jubilee Institute, public
offices, and law courts. The house occupied by Colonel
Arthur Wellesley (afterwards Duke of Wellington) when
Governor of Mysore after the battle of Seringapatam (1799)
still exists. The Residency, now called Government House,
was built when Major Wilks was British Resident, and added
to a few years later by Sir John Malcolm. The Dasara
festival is celebrated at Mysore with great pomp. South-
east of the town is Chamundi hill, named after the goddess

